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Introducing Corel AfterShot Pro 3
According to industry experts at Deloitte, an
estimated 2.5 trillion photos will be shared or
stored online in 2016, a 15% increase over the
year before.* And those are just the photos that
make it to the Web… How many more do we
keep on our hard drives?
As photo libraries continue to grow, the task of
organizing, culling, editing and sharing our
massive collections has become overwhelming.
With some software, just importing a card full of
images can keep photographers stuck at their
computers for far too long and lock photos into
confusing, time-consuming catalogs.
Photographers don’t want to wait; they want
beautiful images, fast. From its inception,
AfterShot Pro has been designed to meet this
need and is focused on three core competencies:
more processing horsepower, superior
productivity and the freedom to choose—from
your OS (Windows, Mac or Linux) to photo
management, batch or manual processing, and
so much more.
For the pro shooter, time is money. And for
enthusiasts, time is equally precious...so don’t
waste it. Discover the power of AfterShot Pro 3
today and get back to your camera.

____________________
*Deloitte, Photo sharing: Trillions and rising: TMT Predictions
2016. https://www2.deloitte.com/nz/en/pages/technologymedia-and-telecommunications/articles/tmt-pred16telecomm-photo-sharing-trillions-and-rising.html (accessed
March 31st 2016)
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Customer profiles

Professional photographers: Relying on their
digital photography for at least part of their
income, professional photographers need a
photo-workflow tool that delivers intuitive,
hassle-free image management and fast, highquality RAW processing. For photographers, time
is an asset, so they seek a workflow that gives
them the freedom to skip the importing step and
get straight to the work of reviewing and editing
photos already on their hard drive or a memory
card. Beautiful results quickly are a must—
whether working on a full-powered home system
or a laptop in the field.
Photo enthusiasts: A photo enthusiast is
anyone who has embraced photography as a
hobby, choosing to spend their scarce spare time
with their camera. In that regard, like the Pro,
time is exceptionally valuable and something to
be save. Working with DSLRs, smartphones, and
other cameras, they want to get the most out of
their camera’s capabilities, such as shooting in a
RAW format. They take a lot of shots, and they
find managing their collection of images a
challenge. They seek photo-workflow software
that allows them to make quick touchups,
leverage the flexibility of RAW images, and
integrate with another image-editing application
when they want to make deeper edits or add
their photos to creative projects.
Aspiring photographers: The aspiring
photographer is moving from quick photos on a
smartphone or basic camera, to a more
thoughtful approach—discovering and exploring
photographic techniques and the joyful
experimentation that comes with it. In AfterShot
Pro, aspiring photographers can apply multiple
looks to a photo in a completely non-destructive
editing environment and view photo metadata to
better understand their camera settings. Given
that they are just starting out, they are looking for
value in their software choice—software that lets
them get to great photos quickly, but also lets
them grow creatively.
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What’s included?
Main application
•

Corel® AfterShot® Pro 3: High-speed
photo-editing software that lets you sort,
edit, and perfect your photos—from RAW
photos shot on a DSLR, to spontaneous
photos shot on your smartphone. Import,
process and output faster with nondestructive, professional tools.

Supporting applications and
content
•

AfterShot HDR

•

Black and White plugin

•

Color Equalizer plugin

Learning
•

Learning Center (Help menu) provides
access to product videos, help, the user guide
PDF, and community links—all in one easy-toaccess location.

•

Internet connection required for online help
and program updates

Macintosh®

•

Mac OS®X 10.9 or later (64-bit edition)

•

All Intel® Macs model are supported

•

2 GB of RAM

•

250 MB of available hard-disk space required

•

1024 x 768 resolution with 16-bit color
display

•

Internet connection required for online help
and program updates

Linux

•

Fedora®19 or Ubuntu® 14.04 or later (64-bit
distributions)

•

64-bit Intel or AMD processor (multi-core
processor recommended)

•

2 GB of RAM

•

250 MB of available hard disk space required

•

Help system (Help menu)

•

1024 x 768 resolution with 16-bit color

•

User Guide PDF

•

Internet connection required for online help
and program updates

•

Dependencies: Glib 2.4, KDE or GNOME
recommended (full list of dependencies in
RPM & DEB packages)

•

Enable desktop compositing and
freedesktop.org-compliant window manager
(KDE, Gnome, and others) recommended

•

64-bit distributions require 32-bit
compatibility libraries (ia32-libs)

Minimum system requirements
*Note: AfterShot Pro 3 is 64-bit only.
Windows®

•

Windows® 10, Windows® 8.1, Windows®
8, Windows® 7 with latest service pack (64bit editions)

•

64-bit Intel or AMD processor (multi-core
processor recommended)

•

2 GB of RAM (4 GB recommended for HDR)

•

400 MB of available hard-disk space required

•

1024x768 resolution with 16-bit color display
(1280 x 768 resolution with 24 bit or higher
color display recommended)

Software required for application
features
•

Internet Explorer 11 or higher, or Microsoft
Edge

•

Safari 5.1 or higher
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Image formats
•

JPG, TIFF

•

RAW file support from most leading camera
manufacturers: ARW, CR2, CRW, DCR, DNG,
MRW, NEF, NRW, ORF, PEF, RAW, RW2, RWL,
SR2

Version information
For information about what is included in
different versions of AfterShot Pro, see http://
www.aftershotpro.com/comparefeatures.
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Top new and enhanced features
New! Comprehensive Watermarking
Protect and promote your work with versatile and
quick-to-apply new Watermarking features. Deter
unauthorized copying, brand your photos with

3

your logo or contact info, or add any text and
graphics. Apply watermarks to individual photos
or batches, and easily adjust size, rotation,
position, transparency and more.
.

You can add an image-based watermark or text to one or more images.
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Give it a try
1 In AfterShot Pro 3, in the Tools panel on the
right, click the Watermark tab.
2 Mark the Enable Watermark check box.
3 Choose one of the following:
• To use an image, click Image, and click the
Browse button to choose a PNG or SVG file
(usually the file will be a logo with a
transparent background). Adjust the settings
you want on the Basic tab.
• To add text, click Text, and choose the
settings you want on the Basic tab.
If you want to customize your watermark
further, click the Transformation tab to
skew, project, or stretch the watermark.

Enhanced! Highlight Recovery Regain more
of the detail and tone from your overexposed
photos with enhanced Highlight Recovery in
AfterShot Pro 3. Powered by a new algorithm,
this feature lets you access more of the data in
your RAW files for superior image quality. A
Highlight Recovery Range slider gives you finer
control over specific areas to adjust within your
image.

4 When you’re happy with the look of your
watermark, click Create Preset and type a
name for your watermark in the Save Preset
dialog box.
You can now click the Standard tab on the
Tools panel to find your watermark in the
Presets section.

The blown out highlights in the original photo (top)
can be recovered (bottom) by adjusting the Highlights
slider and the HR Range slider.
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New! Blemish Remover Save time and edit
faster by doing more touchups and photo
corrections in AfterShot Pro 3, rather than
jumping to Corel® PaintShop® Pro or Adobe®
Photoshop®. The new Blemish Remover offers
circle, brush, polygon and freehand tools for
detailed editing, making portrait editing faster
and easier than ever. Remove dust, spots,
smudges and a variety of imperfections on any
photo.

Give it a try
1 In AfterShot Pro 3, click the Blemish
Remover tool
in the toolbar below the
Preview panel.
The Layers palette displays and automatically
creates a Heal/Clone/Blemish layer.

2 In the Preview panel, click the image spot that
you want to remove.
By default, a black circle appears to indicate
the spot selected and a red circle appears
(offset) to indicate the sample area used to fix
the spot.
Note: Non-circular shapes can be defined by
selecting a different type of Region in the
drop-list beside the Blemish Remover tool.
3 In the Layers palette, adjust the Feather and
Size sliders to suit the spot.
4 On the image, drag the red circle slightly to
adjust the sample area.
5 When you are happy with the results, you can
exit the Blemish mode by clicking the Pan
tool or any other tool on the toolbar.
If you want to hide the Layers palette, click
the Close button in the upper right corner of
the palette.
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New! Image Preset Library Now it’s easier
to tap into the power of presets to automate
more of your repetitive processing jobs or quickly
reproduce a look that you want. The new Image
Preset Library in AfterShot Pro 3 lets you browse,
preview and download free and for-purchase
presets.

To find new image presets click the Get More tab
along the right edge of the application window, and
scroll down to view all the options.

New! Lens Corrections Update to AfterShot
Pro 3 for new, sought-after lens corrections that
build on the hundreds of lenses already
supported by AfterShot to quickly correct the
different types of distortion introduced by various
lenses. Join the AfterShot Pro community on
Facebook to discover when new lens corrections
are posted or to share your own.
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Lens Correction was used to fix image distortion
(top) to restore proportion in the image (bottom).

Enhanced! Lens Correction Development
Kit Were you the first in line for that new lens?
Now anyone can get ahead of the curve, making
and sharing their own lens corrections—ideal for
photographers working with rare, unique or
spanking new glass. Simply follow the lens
correction instructions, save your correction, then
load it into AfterShot Pro 3—or share online with
your fellow AfterShooters.

You can find Lens Correction by clicking the Detail
tab along the right edge of the application window.
Here you can access and edit existing lens profiles
(Database) or create and load your own lens profiles
(Manual).

Enhanced! See what’s new with Plugins
The new Plugin Manager lets you find and install
plugins in a flash from within AfterShot Pro 3.
Extend your software with free plugins from the
community, purchase plugins and get updates.
Want to try making your own plugins? Our
unique plugin API and toolkit let you make proquality plugins that tap into the full power of the
AfterShot Pro processing pipeline. A love of
photography, a knowledge of C++ and the
updated Plugin SDK are all you need. Share your
plugins freely with the AfterShot community, or
work with Corel to sell them. Want to learn
more? Contact Corel via the Feedback Helper.

New! Camera profiles Corel constantly
delivers support for today's most popular,
powerful and creative cameras, including
professional DSLRs, flexible and high-quality
mirrorless cameras, and many more. A new
dynamic camera profile updater notifies you
when new cameras are added and a new
feedback mechanism captures and prioritizes
your requests with Corel.
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New! Modular Camera Profiles Get the
latest camera profiles sooner—and without
patching your software—with dynamic camera
updates. Simply browse and download directly
from AfterShot Pro 3. Don’t see a camera you
want? Hit the ‘feedback’ button and log your
request directly to the AfterShot Pro development
team.

Get involved! AfterShot Pro wants you! Corel
has built AfterShot Pro to give you, the
photographer, control, letting you make your
own plugins, lens corrections and presets.
Similarly, a new feedback loop makes it easier for
you to send your ideas and requests to the Corel
Photo team—better helping us to meet your
needs. Simply click Feedback and send us your
comments.
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Defining features
The development of Corel AfterShot Pro was
driven directly by feedback from a wide range of
photographers — from professionals to
passionate enthusiasts. They helped streamline
the design of AfterShot Pro by making it clear
what they wanted out of photo-management

software: a complete RAW workflow, flexible
photo management, advanced non-destructive
selective-editing features, and an application
optimized to harness the power of their multicore systems.

Preview panel
Menu bar
Browse
panel

Tools
panel

Thumbnail panel

AfterShot Pro toolbar

Complete RAW workflow
AfterShot Pro offers flexible workflow options
that allow professional and enthusiast
photographers to work the way that suits them
best.

What is photo workflow?
Photo workflow refers to all the activities that
occur between the initial image capture and the
final photo output. Photographers have very
different workflows, depending on the volume of
photos they take and what they intend to do with

them. Regardless of the complexity of a photo
workflow, there are typically three distinct stages:
•

The first stage is asset management, which
can be as simple as reviewing your shots. It
also includes cataloging images as master
files and viewing, adding, and searching
photo metadata. As a photo library grows,
maintaining an organized, searchable library
becomes critical. AfterShot Pro provides all
the tools needed to catalog your work, and
makes it easy to add to your library.
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•

The next stage is photo editing. This is
when you’ll adjust and correct elements such
as exposure, white balance, detail, and
distortions. You can also get creative with a
variety of non-destructive editing features
that you can apply to an entire photo or a
selected area.

Flexible photo management
Whether you’re reviewing, adjusting or exporting
images, AfterShot Pro gives you the freedom to
work the way you want.
Customizable asset management: What
makes the AfterShot Pro asset management
system unique is that it’s entirely optional. Other
photo-workflow tools make you import an image
into a catalog even if you just want to see it,
making quickly viewing or editing a handful of
shots a lot more complicated and timeconsuming than it needs to be. But with
AfterShot Pro, if you already organize your
images into folders on your computer, there’s no
need to import or worry about cataloging at all.
You can work on any image by clicking the File
System tab and navigating to the folder you want
to work in.

AfterShot Pro has a full suite of photomanagement tools that let you quickly organize
existing digital images and add additional photos
or catalogs at any time.
If you do want to import your work, working with
AfterShot Pro Catalogs is fast and easy. There’s no
restrictive pre-defined process to follow, so you
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•

The last stage is output generation, where
photos are exported to a wide range of
formats that you can print, email, or share on
the Web.

choose how to import, where to store the
images, and what Catalog folders you want to
create during the import. After you’ve brought
your images into a Catalog, the assetmanagement features of AfterShot Pro simplify
retrieving the shot you're looking for.
Powerful metadata features: Using
metadata to track down a particular shot can
save a lot of time and frustration. AfterShot Pro
makes it easy to add keywords, ratings, labels,
and tags to your photos. You can also use IPTC
Metadata, such as captions, copyright, and more.
Browsing or searching for images is a breeze
because you can use any combination of userapplied or camera-written metadata. Metadata
sets can be tailored to display only the
information you want, and metadata can be
included in AfterShot Pro Presets, making it quick
and easy to attach all kinds of information to a
photo. Using the Metadata Browser, you can
quickly find all images shot on a specific date,
with a particular camera, or any combination of
the most common shooting information,
metadata fields, or keywords.

The Metadata Browser lets you find images

Advanced, non-destructive
editing
With the non-destructive editing tools in
AfterShot Pro, you can refine and enhance your
photos without ever altering the original file or
work on multiple versions of a master image.
Professional editing tools: AfterShot Pro
offers a comprehensive toolset that lets you
correct exposure, lens distortion, white balance,
color and tone; sharpen, straighten, and crop
photos; reduce noise, and more.

The example above shows some of the powerful tools
available in Color section of the Tools panel in
AfterShot Pro.
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Integration with external photo-editors:
When it’s time to get more creative with an
image, you can easily send it to your external
photo-editing application of choice, such as
Corel® PaintShop® Pro or Adobe® Photoshop®.
You can add a button for your external editor
directly to the main AfterShot toolbar.
P

Perfectly Clear®: This award-winning feature
from Athentech® Technologies Inc. is a great
time-saver, allowing you to apply a powerful set
of image optimizations with a single click.
Perfectly Clear automatically adjusts lighting for
every pixel in a shot while maintaining true color
and zero clipping, removes abnormal tint, and
restores faded photographs. What’s more,
Perfectly Clear leverages medical-imaging
technology to correct contrast and sharpening.
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Selective editing freedom: AfterShot Pro
gives digital photographers control over selective
and local image adjustments. A wide array of
editing tools combined with the selective-editing
environment provided by Layers and Regions —
portions of a photo isolated for editing — allow
you to apply essentially any adjustment
anywhere. It’s as easy as creating a layer, adding a
region to the layer, and making the image
adjustment. All changes are contained in separate
layers preserving the original shot, so you can
always modify or remove them if you need to.

To change the color of the background without
affecting the foreground, a selection was made on an
Adjust layer to isolate the background.

Robust versioning options: Whenever you
apply an edit or adjustment to a photo, AfterShot
Pro creates a new version of the image, leaving
the original master file unchanged. Any changes
you make are stored in a sidecar XMP file — a file
that is associated with the original, and stored in
the same folder.

Open version stack showing master version (left) and
two additional versions.

When stacks are closed, a number displays to indicate
the number of images in the stack.

You can also quickly create a new version of a
master without making any changes. All versions
maintain their own edit history, and each can be
assigned unique metadata.

Unique plug-in SDK: AfterShot Pro is the only
photo-workflow software to offer a plug-in SDK
that allows 3rd-party developers to create imageediting plug-ins that work directly on RAW files.
AfterShot Pro includes a Color Equalizer plugin
and an innovative Black & White and that
converts a photo to black and lets you restore one
or two colors back into the image. And AfterShot
Pro plug-ins work seamlessly with undo/redo
commands and editing-history tools, and never
require the creation of intermediate image files.

Versions created from the same master can be
organized in a stack — a group of images that
are similar in content. Stacks can be “rolled up”
to show a single image representing the whole
group, or “expanded” to show all the images in
the stack (Ctrl+Shift+K).
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Flexible export options: AfterShot Pro saves
you time with some of the most advanced and
flexible batch-processing tools available. You can
rename multiple images, apply the same
adjustment settings to groups of similar files, or
convert and export photos to a pre-defined size
and format.

To export your images, click the Output tab (left edge
of application window), select the thumbnails for the
images you want to export, and double click an output
option or press the shortcut key for the option.
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Benchmarks

We tested AfterShot Pro 3 against Adobe® Lightroom® Creative Cloud® (v.2015.5) to determine which
product was faster in a key process: exporting.
The test compared the speed of both applications when exporting a batch of JPGs with the quality set at
80%. The results show that AfterShot Pro 3 (dark blue) performed up to 4x faster than Lightroom (light
blue).
Note: Testing was done with files from 20 cameras from 5 of the leading manufacturers (Canon, Nikon,
Sony, Fujifilm, and Panasonic). Tests were performed on Windows 10 only. For system details, see below.
Chart 1: Time to output 100 images — Less time (shorter bars) is better

PC Specs
CPU: Intel i7 940@2.93 Ghz
RAM: 12 GB
System Type: x64 (64-bit)
SSD: 500 GB Sata 3
Operating System: Windows 10 Enterprise

All benchmarking data presented is based on Corel
internal testing for informational purposes only and
is presented without warranty.
The best test is to try AfterShot Pro for yourself. A
free 30-day trial is available at
www.aftershotpro.com.
Test conducted April 5, 2016

Adobe®, Lightroom® and Creative Cloud® are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the
United States and/or other countries. Copyright © 2016 Corel Corporation. All rights reserved.
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